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ABSTRACT

In the fall of 2016, the author traveled to North Dakota as an invited guest of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe to document the emergent encampment of American Indians and their allies who had gathered to protest the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline. This work explores some of these lived protests and the festival-like realities (as well as the strengths and criticisms of the “festival” notion) that were produced in such protestive actions. Ultimately, this article has three goals. First, it seeks to document, via photographs and text, some of the mobilization efforts of protesters against a segment of the oil and gas industry operating on American Indian land. Second, it questions the scholarly concept of “festival as protest”—again, highlighting the strengths and controversies of the application of this term to the Standing Rock Protests. Third, it shows how photography can complement and enhance qualitative field research.
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Introduction

This is a camp of defiance and prayer. Every day we return to voice opposition to environmental degradation, corporate greed, and the dehumanization of a people. It is like a festival of life celebrating cultural survival. It reawakens the Native spirit and environmental activism. 'Mni Wiconi!' (Lakota for "Water is Life")—Indigenous activist at Standing Rock.

In the fall of 2016, I traveled to North Dakota as an invited guest of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe to document the emergent encampment of American Indians and their allies who had gathered to protest the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline (hereafter: DAPL). In addition to previous research I have done about toxic waste on Native lands and Native identity, I am a member of the Chickasaw Nation of Oklahoma and my ethnic identity helped gain initial permission to access the sites of protest.1

This work explores some of these lived protests and the festival-like realities (as well as the strengths and criticisms of the "festival" notion) that were produced in such protest actions during my short, several-day experience and through subsequent research and follow-up with those I had come to know during my time there. More specifically, it seeks to: (1) document via photographs and text some of the mobilization efforts of protesters against a segment of the oil and gas industry operating on American Indian land; (2) question the scholarly concept of "festival as protest"—again, highlighting the strengths and controversies of the application of this term to the Standing Rock Protests; and (3) show how photography can complement and enhance qualitative field research.

In terms of structure, this article first contextualizes the DAPL protests, then examines the link between festivals and protest and suggests that protest can spur a form of festival, reviews the researcher’s modes of entry into this site as well as his general methodology, and concludes with the photographic essay.

DAPL and the Protest at Standing Rock

The Dakota Access Pipeline (hereafter DAPL) is a 1,170-mile pipeline that is designed to transfer fracked oil from the Bakken fields of North Dakota to a refinement terminal in southern Illinois. It should be noted that DAPL was originally scheduled by its developer, Energy Transfer Partners, to run north of Bismarck, the state capital, but that due to concerns from capital residents that the pipeline would endanger their water supply, the company rerouted the line to the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation.

Partially in response to this relocation of the pipeline—perceived as a form of environmental racism—members of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe began organizing social media awareness campaigns and erecting human and physical barriers in an attempt to prevent the development of the pipeline.2 As media outreach grew, and due to various social media invitations from


Specifically, the protesters wished to tell the world that the route of the pipeline would take possession of ancestral lands claimed by the tribe and therefore challenge the inherent sovereignty of the Standing Rock Sioux. By law Native tribes are indeed considered “nations within a nation” and the US government is to have a government-to-government relationship with them.6 Further, members of the Standing Rock Tribe, and their Native and non-Native allies, known as “water protectors,” contended that the pipeline would harm sacred cultural lands and tribal burial grounds and worried about the catastrophic damage it would do if it were to break under the Missouri River. A mere leak would send oil directly into the tribe’s main source of drinking water.

Unfortunately, this had happened before. Indeed, such land grabs are as old as Indigenous–settler/colonial interactions.7 Examples of recent scholarship that detail this history include Peter Cozzens’s exploration of nineteenth-century acquisition of tribal land in the United States, fueled broadly by the discovery of gold in tribal lands.8 David Grann’s work has revealed a history of white incursions into Native America via criminal conspiracy and mass murder.9 In the 1950s and 1960s, the US government seized hundreds of thousands of acres of tribal land as part of a plan to build several dams along the Missouri River Basin, including a long stretch of the river in North and South Dakota that ran through the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation. One of the dams, the Oahe, flooded over one hundred thousand acres on the reservation. Natural resources and wildlife along the river bottom were almost completely eradicated, including 90 percent of the tribe’s timber resources. Entire towns were destroyed and sacred sites, including gravesites, were lost.10 While DAPL activists gained international visibility in the fight against such incursions into
tribal and geographic sovereignty, they were but the most recent collective incarnation in the long tradition of Indigenous resistance and persistence throughout history.11

**History of DAPL**

The history of the pipeline began in 2014, when Energy Transfer Partners (hereafter ETP) filed a formal application with the South Dakota Public Utilities commission to build a new conduit for conveying oil. Standing Rock officials then met with ETP to voice their strong opposition to the project, which ETP apparently ignored.12 In December 2015, the Army Corps of Engineers released an environmental impact statement concluding that there would be no significant impact to the environment as a result of the pipeline and that construction should commence. In March of 2016, the EPA criticized the assessment, questioning why the tribe had not been consulted—and shortly thereafter, in April 2016, as construction began, Standing Rock tribal members began pursuing legal action to stop the pipeline, and the first physical camps to actively protest DAPL were erected.

In September 2016, Dakota Access bulldozers plowed through land tribal members say holds ancient burial sites and other sacred and cultural artifacts of the tribe. This action occurred while the land access was being contested in court. The tribe noted over and over again that they were not adequately consulted on this project and that the company had started building this four-state, $3.8 billion pipeline before it had all of the permits in hand. As a result, protesters and DAPL security guards engaged in physical confrontation. Videos of these incidents show protesters being bitten by guard dogs and pepper-sprayed.13 Following these initial videos, mass mobilization against DAPL grew and ultimately tribal members from over three hundred American Indian Nations turned up in support, along with thousands of non-Native allies (including college students, representatives of Black Lives Matter, various religious groups and environmental activists worldwide).

Unfortunately, violent interaction between private security, police, and protesters also grew more frequent and the area became highly militarized. Police in North Dakota made several hundred arrests between August and December of 2016 and exhausted approximately $35 million protecting the pipeline.14 ETP offered to pay $15 million of these costs, most of which was for payroll, but it was also used to purchase equipment such as riot helmets, smoke grenades, and nonlethal ammunition.15 As a result of this “militarization,” violence grew and the police were captured on video using water hoses, tear gas, and rubber bullets on protesters in twenty-degree weather.

In October 2016, Amnesty International called for the Department of Justice to investigate the use of force by police and, partly due to this public pressure, the Obama administration and the Army Corps of Engineers said it would not grant an easement for the construction of the pipeline at Standing Rock. Further, the agency said they would consider alternatives, including a previously rejected path that would travel north of Bismarck.16 In Standing Rock, the Army Corps’ decision was met with jubilant celebration by the hundreds of American Indians, environmentalists, and other activists protesting the pipeline. “The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and all of Indian Country will be forever grateful to the Obama administration for this historic decision…. [because of the support that we have and the people who gather and are a part of this, we are able to build
enough noise to help America understand [this need for activism],” declared Standing Rock chairman Dave Archambault. And Tomas Lopez, a representative of the International Indigenous Youth Council, pointed out, “Today we're celebrating. For the first time in US history, the US government is going to honor tribal sovereignty and the treaties that were signed by the US government.”

However, this jubilation was short-lived. A few days after Donald Trump was elected president, his administration exerted pressure on the Army Corps of Engineers to reverse its decision. A January 24 executive order insisted that the Army Corps "review and approve [the Dakota Access Pipeline] in an expedited manner." Trump also asked the Corps to consider withdrawing the environmental impact requirement. Reports indicated that Trump owned between $15,000 and $50,000 of ETP stock as well as shares in Phillips 66, an investor in the pipeline. Further, ETP CEO Kelcy Warren had given $100,000 to help elect Trump. Following Trump's inauguration, the Army Corps of Engineers rescinded the previous study and gave the company permission to complete the pipeline.

Oil is now flowing through the pipeline—and crucially, it has already leaked five times as of this writing. Two leaks occurred in March 2017: 84 gallons on March 3 and 20 gallons on March 5 in North Dakota. Then two more happened in April 2017, spilling 84 gallons in South Dakota and 168 gallons in Illinois. And finally, in November 2017, there was a 21-gallon spill in Iowa.

While these spills were not deemed “significant” by the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, they serve as reminders that “it is not a matter of if a pipeline spills, it’s a matter of when a pipeline spills,” as Dallas Goldtooth, the Indigenous Environmental Network campaign organizer, noted.

On June 14, 2017, the US District Court for the District of Columbia directed the Army Corps of Engineers to release a report detailing “the impacts of an oil spill on fishing rights, hunting rights, or environmental justice, or the degree to which the pipeline’s effects are likely to be highly controversial.” The Corps’ failure to release such a report has only reinforced suspicions of “stonewalling” by the US federal agency: “In response, Standing Rock Sioux leaders have accused the Corps of stonewalling [and] wondering naturally, why they and the general public have been denied access to the full report on which the memo is based.... [T]he tribe [vows] a continued fight.”

DAPL Protests as “Festival”

Standing Rock is going to be remembered. Like the Jerusalem Wall, people will come here. – Allyson Two Bears, tribal councilwoman

Academic research on festivals has generally depicted them as annual events, marked by one day or more of celebration. Indeed, many persons at the camps suggested that, despite the eventual completion of the pipeline, Standing Rock would continue to be a place in years to come that would draw in activists and serve as a place of cultural and spiritual exchange. One of the tribe’s future goals is to turn the initial protest site, the Sacred Stone Camp, into a place of ecotourism, with an educational camp built around training in sustainable living practices and environmental protection and activism.
Further, one activist termed the protests at Standing Rock a “daily festival,” for they served to “celebrate Indian and pan-Indian identities” and show the world that “Indian people still exist.” This activist went on to say that such daily protest actions also worked on him at a psychological level to remind him that he too “existed” and “had purpose.” So, for him, the protest and participation at Standing Rock was a festival celebrating “living.” In related fashion, Jon Eagle Jr., the tribal historic preservation officer for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, noted that “because of what happened at Standing Rock, it gave our people hope and suicide rates among our people have gone down.” The reality has been that Native American teenagers and young adults are 1.5 times as likely to kill themselves as the national average, with suicides often clustering in epidemics that hit and fade. Saul Elbein writes:

“Standing Rock was a festival of kindship and purpose,” an Indigenous anti-suicide activist told me. “It united persons behind a traditional way of life, forced people to move in and live together in a tepee or tent and act like family.” And as Elbein notes, the Standing Rock movement “was the first experience of family for many tribal members.” In this way, festivals are also social gatherings for the purpose of crafting pride in place and social cohesion, as well as vehicles encouraging social interaction for specific social groups. Festivals are often displays of social and cultural identity that reinforce the connections and shared values within a community.

Finally, festivals have been identified as a sort of social frustration release-valve—a way to organize and release expressions of social angst and disenchantment with the “way things are.” In this way, festivals are linked with (and often originate from) protests and may be acts of resistance and drivers of social change, as illustrated by the following:

My sole purpose is to create for the youth what we did in Standing Rock at my home in Cheyenne River. To really challenge the youth in my community to follow in the lead of Standing Rock to fight for their own people. With this [pipeline] they've inadvertently sparked a whole generation of us Indigenous folks and everyone who wants to stand with us to fight for Mother Earth. We're going to inherit this planet, bro, and everyone's welcome to inherit it with us if they want. They thought they could bury us; they didn't know we were seeds! Resistance, prayer and teaching camps have been set up to continue the fight against destructive fossil fuels and hazardous pipelines.

But some Standing Rock activists were opposed to the use of the term festival in defining Standing Rock. For example:

Suicide is so common on the reservation that youth don’t bother to say ‘committed suicide’ or ‘attempted suicide.’ They just say ‘attempted’ or ‘completed...’ no one seemed to pay much attention to how their lives were hard, bordering on hopeless. But in the fight over the Dakota Access Pipeline, Native American activists achieved one of the most galvanizing environmental victories in years—and it all began with a group of teenagers... In April of 2016 a few teenagers and mentors helped establish a tiny “prayer camp” just off the Dakota Access route, on the north end of the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation. Over the next six months that camp grew into an improbable movement that united conservative farmers with the old radicals of the American Indian Movement, urban environmentalists with the traditional chiefs of hundreds of tribes. Standing Rock gave many other youths a sense of purpose they had been lacking. It also inspired something more radical, in a way, than anti-pipeline activism: the belief that a group of lost people from scattered nations could still find kinship.

Standing Rock was a festival of kindship and purpose,” an Indigenous anti-suicide activist told me. “It united persons behind a traditional way of life, forced people to move in and live together in a tepee or tent and act like family.” And as Elbein notes, the Standing Rock movement “was the first experience of family for many tribal members.” In this way, festivals are also social gatherings for the purpose of crafting pride in place and social cohesion, as well as vehicles encouraging social interaction for specific social groups. Festivals are often displays of social and cultural identity that reinforce the connections and shared values within a community.

Finally, festivals have been identified as a sort of social frustration release-valve—a way to organize and release expressions of social angst and disenchantment with the “way things are.” In this way, festivals are linked with (and often originate from) protests and may be acts of resistance and drivers of social change, as illustrated by the following:

My sole purpose is to create for the youth what we did in Standing Rock at my home in Cheyenne River. To really challenge the youth in my community to follow in the lead of Standing Rock to fight for their own people. With this [pipeline] they've inadvertently sparked a whole generation of us Indigenous folks and everyone who wants to stand with us to fight for Mother Earth. We're going to inherit this planet, bro, and everyone's welcome to inherit it with us if they want. They thought they could bury us; they didn't know we were seeds! Resistance, prayer and teaching camps have been set up to continue the fight against destructive fossil fuels and hazardous pipelines.

But some Standing Rock activists were opposed to the use of the term festival in defining Standing Rock. For example:
This is not a festival... YOU ARE NOT ON VACATION. This is not a camping trip.29

Some people are arriving at Standing Rock for the 'cultural experience' and are treating it like Burning Man festival. They are colonizing the camps.40

Many of the 'festival kids' have come to Standing Rock due to a mix of a deep calling in their hearts, and it being the off-season for festivals. Many arrived with little or nothing to support themselves. No tent, no money, no winter clothing, and no real knowledge on why exactly they are here, which makes them an immediate drain on the camps that have been working for months to prepare for winter.41

In this way, the term “festival” became a critical and sometimes disparaging term (typically applied to whites) for persons who were perceived to be disrespectful of the tribal political leadership or who were stubbornly ignorant of Native culture. During the eleven-month history of the protest, several persons were asked to leave Standing Rock for: (1) as noted above, treating Standing Rock as a party atmosphere; (2) being willfully "lazy" and exploiting camp resources such as food and water without a return in the form of labor; (3) promoting tactics that the tribal leadership thought were too extreme; and (4) being openly combative with tribal elders and pushing their agenda over the concerns of the tribe. For example, there were tensions between white-led environmental groups that wanted to focus on climate change, and Native activists, who believed the larger issue was that of tribal sovereignty and the unfinished struggle for Native American rights. Many of these white activists were described as the "Brooklyn residents" (meaning, in this context, those who gentrify, or push out the original inhabitants) or the "festival kids" of Standing Rock.

Further, various law enforcement and governmental personnel, as well as select residents of the predominantly white capital of Bismarck, also used the term "festival" to mock activists and the term become a symbolic shorthand for troublemakers, undesirables, and ignorant outsiders.42

In fact, this terminology was often used to delegitimize the activists’ claims and infantilize them. For example, the then governor of North Dakota, Jack Dalrymple, argued that protesters were unable to handle the harsh winters and therefore needed to be removed for their own protection.43 In response, Greenpeace spokesperson Lilian Molina stated:

It is not up to Governor Dalrymple or the Army Corps of Engineers to decide whether an Indigenous sovereign nation can remain on its own lands... Ironically, the same governor who ignored the use of water cannons in

---


---

Left: Signs in Bismarck, ND that went up in response to criticism of police tactics at Standing Rock. Right: “Nobody cares about your protest,” written as a protestive statement by a former law enforcement officer on his personal vehicle.
sub-freezing temperatures against protectors now claims to want to remove them for their well-being through the winter. If Governor Dalrymple or the Army Corps of Engineers truly cared about the health and well-being of water protectors, they would put an end to the pipeline once and for all.44

Linguist George Lakoff has noted that “most people think that words just refer to things in the world and that they’re neutral. And that’s just not true ... language use fits the way you understand the world via your frames.”45 Indeed, language use is a politically loaded activity and at Standing Rock, the term “festival” was used by some activists as positive force: a dynamic gathering that built solidarity networks and celebrated life and cultural identity. For others, the term was used with derision to call out “vacationers,” “lookie-loos,” and—to borrow a term from social movement literature—“free-riders.”46 Finally, figures of authority also made the term a political one and used it to delegitimize the movement itself, saying that the protesters were incompetent or ideologically ill-informed vagabonds who had to be removed for their own protection.

In the photographic essay that follows I wish to draw attention to the way festivals are linked with (and often originate) from protests and are defined by participants as acts of resistance and drivers of social change. Before the essay, however, I offer a brief note about my mode of entry and my methodological process.

Personal Reflective Statement and a Brief Note on Methodology
As mentioned in the introduction, in the fall of 2016, I traveled as a guest of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe to document the emergent gathering of American Indians and their allies to protest DAPL and bring attention to issues of sovereignty and land use. I am a member of the Chickasaw Nation of Oklahoma and my ethnic identity helped gain me initial permission to access the sites of protest. However, I do not look traditionally (or stereotypically) “Native.”47 I am Caucasian in appearance and this hindered initial rapport-building with Native and tribal interlocutors. To help build trust and encourage participants to speak with me, I engaged in two things. First, I “got to work” immediately upon arrival to the site at Standing Rock. I spent many hours each day collecting trash and, recycling, and sorting and organizing the food pantry for the water protectors and guests to help ensure the ease of daily meal preparation. I knew that completing these tasks would facilitate psychological ingratiation and social-communal integration, but I also wish to emphasize that I believed in the movement and I wanted to “be there” to issue my support.

Second, I was able to build rapport by using my camera. I found that taking photographs during an event operated to remove perceptual barriers between me, the research-observer, and the participants. Similar to Al Gedicks’s experience of incorporating himself into an environmental conflict as a social scientist, an advocate, and a filmmaker, I found that the role of photographer enabled access and inclusion—as people wanted their own, and the collective, story of Standing Rock told.48 Please note that photographic permission was obtained by the tribe and rules specifying what could or could not be photographed (i.e., religious ceremonies) were followed. Finally, while photographs do not replace attendance, nor can they fully capture an event, they nevertheless serve as a type of experiential vehicle,49 a way to combat the casual passing of the event from our societal memories,50 and as a methodological tool to bolster recall, check reliability or augment research notes.51

41. Member of local law enforcement, name withheld, personal communication, 2016.
During my stay, I traveled between: (1) the capital city of Bismarck, North Dakota, where I interviewed and engaged in observation and casual conversations with the predominately white population about the DAPL protest; (2) the various camps on the Standing Rock Reservation that emerged as frontline spaces of protest, where I worked and visited with tribal members and guests; (3) the Prairie Knights Casino and Resort (a casino on the Standing Rock Reservation), observing and interacting with Indigenous leadership groups, the media covering the protests, and casino workers and guests; and (4) the Standing Rock Tribal Headquarters and surrounding Fort Yates community, where I interacted with various tribal members and numerous locals. The following photos and corresponding narrative texts emerged from these experiences.

The Photo Essay

A Place of Festival, Ceremony, and Community

Left: Entrance, Sacred Stone Camp. Right: Tents and Traditional Structures, Sacred Stone Camp

Atop Sacred Stone Camp. A mixture of modern, traditional, and more permanent structures being erected at the Sacred Stone Camp. Since this land is held in private ownership (now donated to the tribe), it is not subject to the same governmental mandate of removal of persons and structures. One of the tribe’s future goals is to turn this area into a site of ecotourism with an educational camp built around the training of sustainable living practices and environmental protection and activism.
Sacred Stone Camp was founded by Standing Rock’s historic preservation officer, LaDonna Brave Bull Allard, on April 1, 2016, as a center for cultural preservation and spiritual resistance to the Dakota Access Pipeline. In the spring and early summer of 2016, Allard and other Indigenous leaders focused on media outreach, resulting in tribal delegations and individuals coming to stand with them from around the world. As noted earlier, many considered this to be a festival of kinship and a celebration of Indigenous values within a newly built community of Native activists.

Camp Oceti Sakowin. As the numbers grew beyond what Allard’s land could support, an overflow camp was also established nearby, which came to be known as the Oceti Sakowin Camp. Oceti Sakowin (O-chet-ee-shak-oh-win) and translates to the “gathering of the council fires.” Symbolically, it refers to the meeting place of various “tribes” and had become a “parliamentary place” where representatives worked to make laws, organize camp life, and oversee protest actions. Indeed, multiple “council fires” showed up—Tribal members from over 300 American Indian Nations turned up in support and various non-native allies (ranging from representatives of Black Lives Matter, various religious groups, and environmental activists worldwide) had grown the camp to several thousand people.

Camp Interior. At its height, the Oceti Sakowin camp was a village with kitchens, a medical center, food and clothing storehouses, a grade school, horse corrals, sport sites (soccer and lacrosse, a sacred fire circle and thousands of people living in tents, yurts, trailers and teepees. It was bigger than all but nine cities in North Dakota.
A Festival of Violence: Points of Conflict

As thousands filled the camp and the police were ordered to protect access points to the DAPL construction site, confrontation arose between protesters and the local sheriff’s office. During the duration of the protest from April 2016 to February 2017, hundreds of persons were arrested on charges ranging from disorderly conduct and trespassing to inciting a riot. Further, more than three hundred were injured on or around police barricades that protected the access to the pipeline. Injuries came from batons, rubber bullets, and water from fire hoses delivered in freezing temperatures in attempts to keep protesters away from the pipeline dig site. From my perspective, police were often quick to escalate conflict, as they would culturally misinterpret prayer circles as riot mobilization and mistake ceremonial objects like Chanupa (sacred) pipes for pipe-bombs. In fact, I heard several police officers and pipeline allies term this a “cowboy versus Indian conflict,” using language ripe with cultural stereotypes that painted the confrontation as one of “savages” against persons of civility and progress. For example, the local police said (and later retracted) that protesters had aimed bows and arrows at them. For me, such attitudes were reflective of Stewart Tolnay and E. M. Beck’s use of the term “festival of violence”—a quasi-celebratory infliction of violence against perceived racial and cultural inferiors. Further connected to this concept is the implication that such violence is justified due to these perceptions of inferiority and “backwardness.” Evidence also shows that pipeline executives had hired retired military special forces members, who used military-style counterterrorism measures against what they considered an ideologically driven insurgency. Tactics included protest camp flyovers, video surveillance, social media monitoring, public relations—described in one document as “pro-DAPL propaganda”—and providing equipment and support staffing for law enforcement. However, this said, I also recognize that police were working twelve-hour days and existed in a constant state of near exhaustion and were often “jumpy” as they followed orders to protect the dig site. Thus, in this way, I also considered the police to be victims of a corporate entity endangering their well-being.

Highway 1806

There were two primary geographic points of conflict: Highway 1806 and Turtle Island. Highway 1806 passes through the Standing Rock Reservation and runs alongside the drilling site for the
DAPL. It was closed by police (and later militarized) for almost a year as thousands of people protested the pipeline’s proposed path under the Missouri River. The following photographs show Highway 1806 before and after its closing and militarization.

North Dakota Highway 1806. Please note the green rope. This was placed by tribal leaders, urging people not to go beyond this line. The tribe did not want persons risking arrest or injury by going beyond and provoking police response. In response to the protest, a bill sponsored by Rep. Keith Kempenich, was proposed to protect non-native drivers from legal consequences if they inadvertently hit, injured or killed pedestrians who were obstructing traffic. “If you stay off the roadway, this would never be an issue,” Kempenich said. “Those motorists are going about the lawful, legal exercise of their right to drive down the road ... Those people didn’t ask to be in this.” The legislation drew criticism from Standing Rock supporters, who worried that it could be open season for protesters on North Dakota roads. The bill failed. Prayer sessions, organized by tribal elders, did frequently occur past the rope and into the barricades – these sessions were not filmed per the request of elders.

Highway 1806 with increased militarized presence.

Turtle Island

In clashes that involved water cannons, pepper spray, and tear gas, protesters were pushed back from this highway as well as from a nearby hill (known as Turtle Island). Tribal members contended that Turtle Island contained burial sites and police made it a defensive position to keep protesters away from the DAPL construction site.

But, “even if the site is void of bodies,” said tribal archaeologist Kelly Morgan, “it remains significant to the Sioux and should not be trampled. Different cultures have different beliefs on graveyards. That’s hallowed ground. Period. And it’s offensive to have people disturbing this sacred space by patrolling on the hill.”

Turtle Island is located on land that was originally part of Cannonball Ranch and now is commandeered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Police Patrol (top) and Protestors (bottom).
Atop Turtle Island.

Base of Turtle Island.
Patrolling Turtle Island.

Protestor at the base of Turtle Island.
Youth at the base of Turtle Island. Remember, the protest movement was started and made concrete by indigenous youth.

The creek. This body of water creates the "Island" (which appears like a turtle's shell rising from the water) and separates protestors from police.
Images of Protesters and Protest Art

While in camp, the protests I witnessed were broadly peaceful and were organized under the guidance of tribal elders. Further, they generally took the form of prayer and silent civil disobedience (i.e., sitting at the police barricades in prayer or silent contemplation). From the perspective of local law enforcement, all actions at the camp were termed "unlawful protests" and an "organized riot," and interactions between police and camp members were often tense. I found such language and the militarized presence shocking, as weapons, drugs, and alcohol were prohibited in the camp and children and family pets routinely marched in the daily demonstrations. At camp meetings, tribal elders reminded all that they were camped out in prayer and in the friendship of the tribe, but would be removed if tribal culture was ignored and if violence was promoted.

Please note that I was asked by tribal elders to refrain from capturing images of communal prayer sessions and similar (in their words) “festivals” of kinship. Thus, I present some of the lasting images of protest art (a cultural and aesthetic record of this collective human action) as well as some images of pre- and post-gatherings.
Kill Black Snake. Lakota prophecy contains a tale that a black snake that would slither across the land, desecrating the sacred sites and poisoning the water before destroying the Earth. For many Indigenous persons that snake has a name — the Dakota Access pipeline. "There is a prophecy saying that there is a black snake, and when it goes underground, it's going to be devastating to the Earth"—Chairman Dave Archambault.

People over Pipelines.

Kill Black Snake.
Water is Life/Water is Sacred. The image is of a dancing figure whose force of movement stimulates both thunder and the growth of plants from the soil (symbolic of the people’s power to cultivate energy and transform life). Insert: “Thunderbird Woman” by Isaac Murdock (2016).


Left: Signage promoting tribal sovereignty as going “hand-in-hand” with environmental protections. Note the broken snake (pipeline) logo. Right: Not Afraid to Look (2016) by famed artist Charles Rencountre. Located on a hill above the Sacred Stone camp, the sculpture surveys Turtle Mountain and the site of the DAPL construction. Completed in October, during a significant influx of people into the camp, the Lakota artist says of his work, “we should not be afraid to let corporate super powers know we are watching. The pipeline crosses our farms and through our water, at the cost of our sons and daughters, so we watch for any environmental crises. This humble little guy stares down the force taking over his world.”58
An individual leading a group to participate in an act of silent protest and prayer—Highway 1806. The banner reads: “Since 1492: One Blood.” This is meant to promote a pan-Indian ethnic identity and solidarity across tribal/national membership.

Contingent leaving a prayer ceremony held at Turtle Island.
Conclusion

Festivals are generally defined as annual events, marked by one or several days of celebration. Will the tradition of protest and festival continue at Standing Rock into the future, then? Many persons at the camp suggested that despite the completion of the pipeline, Standing Rock would continue to be a place that draws activists and Indigenous persons for spiritual exchange, cultural renewal, and ecotourism/engagement. In fact, an inaugural Standing Rock Nation Film and Music Festival took place in 2017. According to organizers, the film festival aimed to embolden the pipeline protest movement and showcase the work of Native American filmmakers and musicians. Time will tell if the film festival and broader eco-activism around Standing Rock will become a continued national and international event. But to tribal citizens, the DAPL protests initiated a way to organize and release expressions of social angst and disenchantment with the "way things are," and my feeling is that it will continue to serve as a gathering place that puts activism and community cohesion at the center of its cultural and social environment. Indeed, as sociologist Gary Alan Fine notes, "festivals are focused micro-gatherings," and as "the archetypal form of emergent communities" they can become the basic building blocks of society and play a pivotal role in organizing social life and developing local cultures and identities. Additionally, the "emotional value and emotional benefits" produced by this protest festival were immeasurable. As noted by several participants, the Standing Rock movement was the first experience of a "pan-Indian family" for many Indigenous persons across the nation, regardless of their tribal identities. The experience I had, and observed in others, mirrored my reading and reflection on the 1969 symbolic occupation and reclamation of Alcatraz Island for the purpose of bringing national attention to Indigenous sovereignty. Thus, while Standing Rock had a "functional" value in generating protest, the gathering also satisfied the powerful emotional need for belonging and the creation of a symbolic kinship.


Beyond these celebratory notions, the perception and use of the term “festival” was not without controversy. At this gathering I also witnessed a “festival of violence” perpetuated by the police against activists. I define this use of festival as a quasi-celebratory infliction of violence against perceived racial and cultural inferiors. Again, from my perspective, police were often quick to escalate conflict, as they would culturally misinterpret prayer circles as riot mobilization and mistake ceremonial objects for weapons. Additionally, there were violent undertones to the language they used when describing the activists. Further, the term “festival” also became a critical and sometimes disparaging term (typically applied to whites) for persons who were perceived to be disrespectful of the tribal political leadership or who were stubbornly ignorant of Native culture. During the eleven-month history of the protest, several people were asked to leave Standing Rock for treating it as a partying site and for pushing their agenda over the concerns of tribal elders. Often these persons were mocked as the “festival kids” of Standing Rock, thus highlighting the reality that not all persons were there to support the movement or champion tribal sovereignty.

Finally, in terms of recent developments, I note that since the pipeline’s completion, it has moved 500,000 barrels of oil a day from the Bakken Formation in North Dakota to refineries in Illinois. However, in late 2018, company spokespersons said Energy Transfer Partners is considering increasing the amount the pipeline can carry to around 600,000 barrels a day. Obviously, this is a concern because increased flow means the increased potential for seepage, should a leak occur. According to Energy Transfer Partners it would take them approximately ten minutes to detect a leak and shut down the Dakota Access Pipeline should oil begin leaking into the North Dakota prairie or the Missouri River. The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe calls this reaction time unrealistic given that

in reality, oil pipeline leaks frequently don’t even register with control systems and operators; a farmer will simply notice a growing stain darkening a remote field and call it in. According to records obtained by the tribe and its technical team, no one at the company would be able to tell something was amiss if less than 1 percent of the 600,000 billion barrels it transports each day was oozing out. That comes to 6,000 barrels.

With this, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe has renewed legal challenges against Energy Transfer Partners and the Dakota Access Pipeline. Specifically, the tribe is seeking to challenge the recent conclusion of federal officials that a spill would not greatly impact tribal populations. They have requested a halt to pipeline operations until a broader environmental review of the pipeline’s impact on the tribe’s culture, economy (as well as the feasibility of alternative routes) can be fully accessed. This new round of litigation is currently being reviewed by a federal judge and will likely take well into 2019 to resolve. For now, the pipeline remains active.

In closing, I hope this work expands discussion on festivals as a socially meaningful form of collective action, community building, and social change. Additionally, please allow me to issue thanks to the community of activists and members of the Standing Rock Tribe for their kindness and hospitality. In the end, I agree with Standing Rock Chairman Archambault’s words that “this is not the end but the beginning.”
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